Abstract: This paper reports the findings of a FP7/FCH JU project (ReforCELL) that developed materials (catalysts and membranes) and an advance autothermal membrane reformer for a micro Combined Heat and Power (CHP) system of 5 kWel based on a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). In this project, an active, stable and selective catalyst was developed for the reactions of interest and its production was scaled up to kg scale (TRL5 (TRL: Technology Readiness Level)). Simultaneously, new membranes for gas separation were developed. In particular, dense supported thin palladium-based membranes were developed for hydrogen separation from reactive mixtures. These membranes were successfully scaled up to TRL4 and used in lab-scale reactors for fluidized bed steam methane reforming (SMR) and autothermal reforming (ATR) and in a prototype reactor for ATR. Suitable sealing techniques able to integrate the different membranes in lab-scale and prototype reactors were also developed. The project also addressed the design and optimization of the subcomponents (BoP) for the integration of the membrane reformer to the fuel cell system.
Introduction
Major concerns on anthropogenic CO 2 emissions and related greenhouse effect have pushed several governments to support greenhouse gas emission reduction policies. The EU, for example, set a very high target for reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 40% compared to 1990 levels within 2030 (at least 80% by 2050), together with an increase by 27% of energy efficiency and renewable share in the energy consumption [1] . Stationary fuel cells offer a clean and efficient source of electricity in systems ranging from 1 kW up to 1 MW or more [2] . With an appropriate fuel processing technology, fuel cells are able to tap into established or accessible sources of fuels such as natural gas but also various other fuels including biofuels and bio-gases. Combined heat and power (CHP), which consists of simultaneous production and use of heat and power, is certainly one of the cheapest options to increase energy efficiency with consequent primary energy savings and CO 2 emission reduction [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In a distributed generation scenario, fuel cells systems lead to particularly high efficiencies (electrical efficiency up to 60%, first law efficiency in cogeneration of more than 90%), thereby attaining considerable primary energy saving whilst avoiding transmission losses. When using natural gas (thereby building on existing infrastructure), stationary fuel cells can substantially reduce CO 2 emissions as a highly efficient conversion of low-carbon natural gas replaces the central supply from a still predominantly fossil-fuels based electricity mix. Depending on the fuel used and its fuel, the technology can potentially eliminate CO 2 and other emissions altogether [2] .
In addition, the better fuel exploitation of the CHP systems compared to conventional generation systems (i.e., power plants and boilers) allows economic savings which can cover the additional investment costs. Among CHP systems, micro-cogeneration systems (cogeneration unit with a maximum capacity below 50 kWe; (2004/8/EC)) are a very interesting option because of the significant share of the overall primary energy consumptions (about 30%) of residential applications [7, 8] . Moreover, with its flexible modulation capabilities and high efficiencies at partial loads, the technology shows strong potential for grid balancing in the context of a power mix with more intermittent renewables and electric heating solutions like heat pumps [2, 9] .
In this work, an overview of the main results of the ReforCELL project is presented. The aim of the ReforCELL project was to develop a highly efficient polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell micro Combined Heat and Power cogeneration system (net energy efficiency >42% and overall efficiency >90%) based on a novel, more efficient and cheaper hydrogen reformer production unit together with the new design of the subcomponent for the BoP. This new high efficiency PEM fuel cell m-CHP system is based on the design, construction and testing of an advanced membrane reactor for pure hydrogen production (5 Nm 3 /h) from reforming. In addition, the design and optimization of the subcomponents (BoP) for the integration of the membrane reformer to the fuel cell system were also addressed.
The main idea of ReforCELL was to apply the concept of process intensification [10] in the production of hydrogen feeding the Fuel Cell. The technology of membrane reactors was developed in the last decades and it has demonstrated a high degree of process intensification where the combination of a membrane based separation and a catalytic chemical reaction in one unit take place [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In equilibrium limited reaction systems, such as in fuel reforming or dehydrogenations, the selective separation of a product of the reaction (i.e., H 2 ), implies a displacement of the thermodynamic equilibrium towards the products, thus achieving higher fuel conversions and direct product separation (a separation unit downstream is not required) [19] .
The traditional reformers include several steps for producing H 2 with adequate quality to feed the fuel cell stack ( Figure 1 ) [8, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Two commercial technologies based on a steam-methane reforming reactor ( Figure 1 ) and on an autothermal reformer (ATR) were modelled to assess the performance of reference technologies. The main indexes of the two reference cases are summarized in Table 1 . Results are consistent with available information of commercial systems based on this technology [26] [27] [28] [29] . The new concept addressed in ReforCELL reduces the system complexity thanks to the simultaneous hydrogen conversion and separation in one step (Membrane Reactor, Figure 2 ) [26, 30] with expected thermodynamic advantages (net electric efficiency above 40%) and reduction of the reforming temperature. In addition, there is a cost reduction of the other components in the reformer (e.g., heat exchangers) and in the BoP (auxiliary elements) when integrating the membrane reformer to the fuel cell and building up the m-CHP system [4] . The new concept addressed in ReforCELL reduces the system complexity thanks to the simultaneous hydrogen conversion and separation in one step (Membrane Reactor, Figure 2 ) [26, 30] with expected thermodynamic advantages (net electric efficiency above 40%) and reduction of the reforming temperature. In addition, there is a cost reduction of the other components in the reformer (e.g., heat exchangers) and in the BoP (auxiliary elements) when integrating the membrane reformer to the fuel cell and building up the m-CHP system [4] . The new concept addressed in ReforCELL reduces the system complexity thanks to the simultaneous hydrogen conversion and separation in one step (Membrane Reactor, Figure 2 ) [26, 30] with expected thermodynamic advantages (net electric efficiency above 40%) and reduction of the reforming temperature. In addition, there is a cost reduction of the other components in the reformer (e.g., heat exchangers) and in the BoP (auxiliary elements) when integrating the membrane reformer to the fuel cell and building up the m-CHP system [4] . The ReforCELL work plan consisted on activities related to the whole product chain: i.e., development of materials/components (catalysts, membranes, supports, sealings, etc.) through integration/validation at lab-scale, until development/validation of pilot scale Autothermal membrane reformer (ATR-MR) and the proof of concept/validation of the new PEM fuel cell m-CHP system. Additionally, assessment of environmental, health and safety issues-in relation to the new intensified chemical processes and m-CHP-was also carried out thanks to a screening life cycle analysis considering all components and steps involved to build the system.
For a maximum impact on the European industry, this research was carried out covering the complete value chain of micro-CHP fuel cell systems. It gathered together a multidisciplinary and complementary team having the right expertise, including top level European Research Institutes and Universities (6 RES) working together with representative top industries (4 SME and 1 IND) in different sectors (from materials to micro-CHP systems developers).
The ReforCELL Project was funded under the FP7 for the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking. The Project started the 1st of February 2012 and it has run for 47 months. In the following, the main results in terms of catalysts, membranes and membrane reactors are highlighted.
Experimental Section

Catalyst
The high reaction temperatures associated with Autothermal Reforming (ATR) requires the use of catalysts with extreme thermal stability and high catalytic activity. These requirements put strenuous demands on the catalyst material in their agglomeration and vaporization resistance and structural/morphological stability. The carbon formation and deactivation by sulphur are also key challenges for ATR catalysts. For clean gas the main risk in reforming reactions is the formation of carbon. This has to be avoided since the formation of carbon may rapidly reduce the activity of the catalyst [31, 32] .
At present, the state-of-the-art ATR catalysts consist of the following materials: Ni catalysts on thermally stable supports, group VIII noble metals (Pt, Ru, and Rh) supported onto various high surface area oxide substrates, catalysts with a perovskite structure ABO 3 [33] [34] [35] [36] , carbides of group VI metals [37, 38] , (noble) metal substituted pyrochlores A 2 B 2 O 7 [39, 40] , and alumina supported catalysts containing nickel and uranium oxides (developed at BIC), with high activity and stability and a decrease in coke formation [41] [42] [43] . Commercial catalysts for both authotermal reforming (ATR) and steam methane reforming (SMR) are based on nickel with differences on the support.
The integration of the membrane reactor in the reforming system for hydrogen separation will allow a higher hydrogen yield at much lower temperatures than in the benchmark ATR and SMR technologies. However, the feasibility of such integration requires the development of innovative ATR catalysts with improved catalytic activity and high resistance to carbon formation. Catalyst poisoning by sulphur was not addressed because a desulphurisation unit was considered on the feed line. The deactivation of the catalyst by carbon formation is a structure sensitive reaction. Specifically, the deactivation mechanism is influenced by the cluster size of the active metal, where the larger metal clusters show a much stronger interaction with carbon than smaller, well-dispersed, metal particles [44, 45] . Based on this fact, the control of the electronic structure and size of the active metal surfaces has been the strategy followed in the development of innovative ATR catalysts with improved catalytic activity and stability. The reforming catalyst developed was designed based on conventional supported catalysts. The optimal selection of the catalyst was performed by carrying out ATR and SMR studies varying the composition of the active phase (Ni, Ru, Rh, Pt), the support (α-Al 2 O 3 , γ-Al 2 O 3 , MgAlO 2 , SiO 2 , CeO 2 ; CeO 2 -ZrO 2 ), and the method of preparation (impregnation, co-precipitation, etc.). Of particular interest are the CeO 2 and CeO 2 -ZrO 2 based supports, as these are known to greatly improve catalytic performance due to support metal interaction and oxygen storage capabilities [46, 47] . As a comparison with the new catalyst, several commercial catalysts were characterized as well. The elemental analysis of the catalyst was done by ICP-OES technique. The loss of material from the samples was measured by gravimetry before and after a thermal treatment at 900 • C. The textural properties of the supported catalyst (i.e., pore size distribution, surface area) were determined by physisorption analysis (BET) in a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument. X-ray Diffraction analysis (Bruker D8 Advance equipment) was used to determine the crystalline structure and crystalline sizes. Finally, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis (FEI Tecnai F30) was used for a deeper study of the morphology, size, and distribution of the catalyst particles onto the supports as well as of the support. Both fresh and used samples were characterized.
The optimization of the selected catalyst was done by catalytic screening in the ATR and SMR reaction of methane in a 8 mm i. The tests were carried out under atmospheric pressure and temperatures ranging from 500 to 600 • C and inlet gas flow rate to obtain a Gas Hourly Space Velocity (GHSV) of 15,000 h −1 . Afterward, carbonaceous deposits on the catalyst were tested using Temperature Programmed Oxidation (TPO). In order to obtain the desired properties of the catalyst support, a deep characterization of fresh and used samples of all catalytic series prepared was performed. The main structural and surface characteristics of the catalysts that have a strong influence on the ATR/SMR catalytic activity and stability were identified. From catalytic screening tests, durability tests and characterization of ATR/SMR catalysts, the optimal composition and preparation method of catalyst was selected, which is based on Ru catalysts deposited on optimized Zr/Ce-oxide based support.
The catalyst preparation was optimized for production on a kilogram scale using a 10 L batch reactor (Figure 3) , and a 0.5 kg batch of the catalyst having a particle size of 125-250 µm was prepared. The elemental analysis of the catalyst was done by ICP-OES technique. The loss of material from the samples was measured by gravimetry before and after a thermal treatment at 900 °C. The textural properties of the supported catalyst (i.e., pore size distribution, surface area) were determined by physisorption analysis (BET) in a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument. X-ray Diffraction analysis (Bruker D8 Advance equipment) was used to determine the crystalline structure and crystalline sizes. Finally, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis (FEI Tecnai F30) was used for a deeper study of the morphology, size, and distribution of the catalyst particles onto the supports as well as of the support. Both fresh and used samples were characterized.
The optimization of the selected catalyst was done by catalytic screening in the ATR and SMR reaction of methane in a 8 mm i.d. quartz fixed-bed reactor. A feed composition of Ar:CH4:H2O:O2 equal to 80:5:15:0/75:5:15:5 in SMR and to 30:15:50:5 in ATR was used. The tests were carried out under atmospheric pressure and temperatures ranging from 500 to 600 °C and inlet gas flow rate to obtain a Gas Hourly Space Velocity (GHSV) of 15,000 h −1 . Afterward, carbonaceous deposits on the catalyst were tested using Temperature Programmed Oxidation (TPO). In order to obtain the desired properties of the catalyst support, a deep characterization of fresh and used samples of all catalytic series prepared was performed. The main structural and surface characteristics of the catalysts that have a strong influence on the ATR/SMR catalytic activity and stability were identified. From catalytic screening tests, durability tests and characterization of ATR/SMR catalysts, the optimal composition and preparation method of catalyst was selected, which is based on Ru catalysts deposited on optimized Zr/Ce-oxide based support.
The catalyst preparation was optimized for production on a kilogram scale using a 10 L batch reactor (Figure 3) , and a 0.5 kg batch of the catalyst having a particle size of 125-250 µm was prepared. 
Membranes
Much effort has been put into the development of Pd-based membranes for selective H2 separation in the literature in order to overcome the barrier towards large-scale industrial applications [11, 12] . In general, membrane stability over a long period of time with sufficient perm-selectivity is the key parameter which would make these membranes interesting for the industrial scale. The selection of the proper support where Pd-layers are deposited becomes important in order to achieve this goal. Asymmetric porous ceramic supports have good surface quality suitable for the preparation of very thin (<5 µm) Pd-based membranes. Surface roughness and the presence of large pores inhibit the deposition of thin palladium layers. Another important 
Much effort has been put into the development of Pd-based membranes for selective H 2 separation in the literature in order to overcome the barrier towards large-scale industrial applications [11, 12] . In general, membrane stability over a long period of time with sufficient perm-selectivity is the key parameter which would make these membranes interesting for the industrial scale. The selection of the proper support where Pd-layers are deposited becomes important in order to achieve this goal. Asymmetric porous ceramic supports have good surface quality suitable for the preparation of very thin (<5 µm) Pd-based membranes. Surface roughness and the presence of large pores inhibit the deposition of thin palladium layers. Another important issue to be considered is the strong interaction between the Pd membrane and the support. At high temperatures (>600 • C) alumina supports react with Pd forming Pd-Al alloy with low hydrogen permeation [48] . However, zirconia and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) are stable at 650 • C [49, 50] . On the other hand, porous metallic supports have high mechanical strength, offer good thermal shock resistance and their thermal expansion coefficient is similar to that of Pd. However, they can diffuse at high temperatures forming an alloy with Pd and losing hydrogen permeation properties. The inter-metallic diffusion can be avoided by deposition of an inter-metallic diffusion barrier layer (IMDBL) onto the metallic support such as inorganic porous alumina or zirconia layers [11] .
Generally, ceramic supports show improved H 2 diffusion through the support, thus enhancing permeations through the membranes [51] . However, the mechanical strength of these supports is much lower compared to porous metallic supports. Therefore, thicker ceramic supports are needed. Overall, the use of ceramic supports implies that less surface area is needed in order to achieve high H 2 fluxes. On the other side, metallic supported membranes have shown very good stabilities over time with outstanding selectivities [52, 53] . Nevertheless, the permeance values measured are 3-4 times lower than ceramic supported membranes when membranes are developed by direct electroless plating (ELP) deposition [51, 52] , thus a longer membrane area should be prepared in order to achieve the desired target of H 2 permeation with the corresponding economical penalty for the process. As it can be concluded, there is not yet an ideal membrane for H 2 separation and a compromise between durability and functionality should still be achieved. Both metallic and ceramic supported Pd-membranes have been used in the literature in fixed bed and fluidized bed configurations showing high resistances to erosion. Therefore, the stability under reacting conditions was also assessed. Finally, another challenging issue regarding the ceramic supported membranes is the sealing between the ceramic tubes and metallic tubes for the coupling in the membrane reactor.
Three different types of membranes were developed for the lab-scale reactors in the frame of ReforCELL: Pd-based tubular ceramic supported membranes (Figure 4 ), Pd-based tubular metallic supported membranes ( Figure 5 ), and Pd-based micro-channel supported membranes ( Figure 6 ). Pd-based selective layers onto tubular supports were developed by direct simultaneous Pd and Ag electroless plating deposition [51] [52] [53] [54] in a one step process. Pd membranes for the micro-channel supported membranes were developed using a two-step process [55, 56] where the defect free Pd-alloy film is first prepared by sputtering deposition onto the extremely smooth surface of a silicon wafer. In a second step the film is removed from the wafer and integrated in a module with micro-channels (25 channels of 25 × 1 × 1 mm size) on the feed side and either micro-channels or a porous stainless steel support on the permeate side [57] .
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Three different types of membranes were developed for the lab-scale reactors in the frame of ReforCELL: Pd-based tubular ceramic supported membranes (Figure 4 ), Pd-based tubular metallic supported membranes ( Figure 5 ), and Pd-based micro-channel supported membranes ( Figure 6 ). Pd-based selective layers onto tubular supports were developed by direct simultaneous Pd and Ag electroless plating deposition [51] [52] [53] [54] in a one step process. Pd membranes for the micro-channel supported membranes were developed using a two-step process [55, 56] where the defect free Pd-alloy film is first prepared by sputtering deposition onto the extremely smooth surface of a silicon wafer. In a second step the film is removed from the wafer and integrated in a module with micro-channels (25 channels of 25 × 1 × 1 mm size) on the feed side and either micro-channels or a porous stainless steel support on the permeate side [57] . Single gas permeation tests of the Pd-Ag ceramic supported membranes showed H2 permeances (3.8 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 at 400 °C; 5.2 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 at 600 °C) and ideal perm-selectivities (H2/N2 > 10,000) well above the targets of the project. On the other side, permeation tests of Pd-Ag metallic supported membranes showed H2 permeances of 1 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 and ideal perm-selectivities H2/N2 higher than 200,000. Detailed information and characterization of these membranes can be found in the work of Fernandez et al. [51, 52] and Medrano et al. [53] . Table 2 lists commercially available membranes and most promising thin Pd-based membranes (with high H2 permeation) reported in the literature. The Pd-Ag ceramic supported membranes developed in the present work show one of the best combinations between high permeation and high ideal perm-selectivities (H2/N2). It also shows that Pd-based metallic membranes have the highest selectivity but the H2 permeance is lower than for the ceramic supported membranes.
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Following the validation of the lab-scale reactor, 34 membranes of 22-23 cm long (OD 10 mm-ID 7 mm) were delivered for the reformer prototype (Figure 7 ). Single gas permeation tests of the Pd-Ag ceramic supported membranes showed H 2 permeances (3.8 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 at 400 • C; 5.2 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 at 600 • C) and ideal perm-selectivities (H 2 /N 2 > 10,000) well above the targets of the project. On the other side, permeation tests of Pd-Ag metallic supported membranes showed H 2 permeances of 1 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 and ideal perm-selectivities H 2 /N 2 higher than 200,000. Detailed information and characterization of these membranes can be found in the work of Fernandez et al. [51, 52] and Medrano et al. [53] . Table 2 lists commercially available membranes and most promising thin Pd-based membranes (with high H 2 permeation) reported in the literature. The Pd-Ag ceramic supported membranes developed in the present work show one of the best combinations between high permeation and high ideal perm-selectivities (H 2 /N 2 ). It also shows that Pd-based metallic membranes have the highest selectivity but the H 2 permeance is lower than for the ceramic supported membranes.
Following the validation of the lab-scale reactor, 34 membranes of 22-23 cm long (OD 10 mm-ID 7 mm) were delivered for the reformer prototype (Figure 7) . 
Lab Scale Reactors
Once the catalysts and membranes were developed showing promising results, both were combined in modules for lab scale testing under reacting conditions for all processes investigated in the ReforCELL project. In this section the setups constructed to achieve this objective are presented.
Two different lab-scale reactor configurations were selected for the lab scale demonstration of the reforming reaction in the membrane reactor. The first configuration is the micro-channel membrane reactor that reduces gas phase diffusion limitations and that increases the membrane area to the reactor-to-volume ratio compared to traditional tubular reactors. The second configuration is the fluidized bed membrane reactor, where the developed membranes should withstand erosion form particles.
In the micro-channel reactor setup, a packed bed of catalyst (either a commercial JM HiFuel or a Ru/Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 catalyst developed in ReforCELL with sieve fraction 125-250 µm) was applied into the feed side channels of the microchannel system ( Figure 6 ). The amount of catalyst loaded in 25 channels of 25 × 1 × 1 mm was ~1.1 g for the JM HiFuel catalyst and ~1.8 g for the Ru/Ce0.75Zr0.25O2. The thickness of the Pd-alloy membrane integrated in the micro-channel reactor is ~10 µm. The Figure 7 . Layout of the Pd-Ag membranes to be integrated in the reactor prototype.
In the micro-channel reactor setup, a packed bed of catalyst (either a commercial JM HiFuel or a Ru/Ce 0. 75 The thickness of the Pd-alloy membrane integrated in the micro-channel reactor is~10 µm. The stability and performance under varying SMR conditions at temperatures between 400 and 550 • C, pressures up to 8 bars and varying space velocities and feed composition, is investigated over periods of up to 75 days. CH 4 (99.95%) and H 2 O (Millipore, Amsterdam, Netherlands) were introduced at the feed side (after flushing with N 2 ). The H 2 flux was calculated from the measured hydrogen concentration in the permeate using a calibrated flow of Ar as sweep gas. The test setup used for the experiments was described in more detail previously [57] .
The fluidized bed membrane reactor setup was designed and built for hosting Pd-based membranes produced in the ReforCELL project as well as commercial ones. The equipment can be used for testing the permeation properties of the membranes using single gases, simulated mixtures of gases, and also in reactive conditions with fluidized catalyst (Steam or Autothermal reforming (SMR/ATR) and Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction). The reactor diameter and height are 0.10 m and 0.62 m respectively, where the distance between the bottom of the vertically inserted membranes to the bottom plate distributor was 0.08 m. This distance is enough to allow fast methane (partial) oxidation such that the heat for reforming is generated below the membranes and the oxygen is completely used and no oxidation of the membrane would occur. The maximum operating temperature is 600 • C. The feed flow rate is controlled by digital mass flow controllers and the steam flow by a CEM (Controlled Evaporator and Mixer) system (Bronkhorst, Ruurlo, Netherlands). The pressure in the reactor was controlled with a back-pressure regulator after steam condensation and knock-out. The flow rates of the permeate and retentate were monitored by Brooks mass flow meters. Two separate SICK in line analysers were used to monitor the gas composition continuously of both the permeate and retentate streams. To determine the N 2 leakage the same HORIBA film flow meter was used as in the membrane characterization setup. To enhance the driving force for hydrogen permeation the test setup is equipped with a vacuum pump for hydrogen (ATEX certified). The process flow diagram (PFD) for the Reforming Test Setup is given in Figure 8 .
Processes 2016, 4, 37 3 of 28 stability and performance under varying SMR conditions at temperatures between 400 and 550 °C, pressures up to 8 bars and varying space velocities and feed composition, is investigated over periods of up to 75 days. CH4 (99.95%) and H2O (Millipore, Amsterdam, Netherlands) were introduced at the feed side (after flushing with N2). The H2 flux was calculated from the measured hydrogen concentration in the permeate using a calibrated flow of Ar as sweep gas. The test setup used for the experiments was described in more detail previously [57] . The fluidized bed membrane reactor setup was designed and built for hosting Pd-based membranes produced in the ReforCELL project as well as commercial ones. The equipment can be used for testing the permeation properties of the membranes using single gases, simulated mixtures of gases, and also in reactive conditions with fluidized catalyst (Steam or Autothermal reforming (SMR/ATR) and Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction). The reactor diameter and height are 0.10 m and 0.62 m respectively, where the distance between the bottom of the vertically inserted membranes to the bottom plate distributor was 0.08 m. This distance is enough to allow fast methane (partial) oxidation such that the heat for reforming is generated below the membranes and the oxygen is completely used and no oxidation of the membrane would occur. The maximum operating temperature is 600 °C. The feed flow rate is controlled by digital mass flow controllers and the steam flow by a CEM (Controlled Evaporator and Mixer) system (Bronkhorst, Ruurlo, Netherlands). The pressure in the reactor was controlled with a back-pressure regulator after steam condensation and knock-out. The flow rates of the permeate and retentate were monitored by Brooks mass flow meters. Two separate SICK in line analysers were used to monitor the gas composition continuously of both the permeate and retentate streams. To determine the N2 leakage the same HORIBA film flow meter was used as in the membrane characterization setup. To enhance the driving force for hydrogen permeation the test setup is equipped with a vacuum pump for hydrogen (ATEX certified). The process flow diagram (PFD) for the Reforming Test Setup is given in Figure 8 . A Ru/Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 catalyst (average sieve fraction 125-250 µm with a bulk density of 2100-2300 kg/m 3 ) together with ZrO2 filler material (average sieved fraction of 260 µm, bulk density of 2100-2300 kg/µm) developed in the frame of the project was used in this study. From separate A Ru/Ce 0.75 Zr 0.25 O 2 catalyst (average sieve fraction 125-250 µm with a bulk density of 2100-2300 kg/m 3 ) together with ZrO 2 filler material (average sieved fraction of 260 µm, bulk density of 2100-2300 kg/µm) developed in the frame of the project was used in this study. From separate attrition tests it was found that the catalyst is not damaged when used in fluidization conditions: the particle size distribution does not change after 24 h of fluidization (tested at low and high temperature).
The tests with autothermal reforming and steam reforming of methane were carried out with different molar feed ratios of CH 4 /H 2 O/O 2 /N 2 . The volumetric flow rate was selected to ensure proper fluidization throughout the reactor (u/u mf > 1.3). The experimental results were also compared to the results with commercial membranes, where the flow rates were changed to maintain the same fluidization regime around the membranes (as the different membranes occupy a different cross section of the reactor).
ATR Prototype
The ATR pilot reactor was designed for operating at 8 bar a at 600 • C with a maximum hydrogen production capacity of 5 Nm 3 /h and capable to modulate to a minimum output of 1.5 Nm 3 /h of hydrogen. The reaction section includes an array of thermocouples giving information about the axial and radial distribution of the temperatures inside the reactor. The prototype consisted of a fluidized bed membrane reactor with 30 Pd-based ceramic supported membranes of 22-23 cm long (OD 10 mm-ID 7 mm) prepared by electroless plating and assembled two by two ( Figure 7 ).
The novel fuel processor module was built using the membrane reactor with all needed balance of plant mounted into a skid for ease of transportation ( Figure 9 ). The fuel processor is completely automated and controlled by a smart controller. The system allows for remote monitoring and control by a separate computer.
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Fuel Cell Stack
Along with the reformer and Balance of Plant (BoP), one main component of the m-CHP system is the Fuel Cell Stack. Research or applied studies have already shown how operating with potentially low hydrogen quality including contaminants and different anode fuel feeding modes have a strong impact on the fuel cell behaviour, performance level and stability [73] [74] [75] [76] . The activities on the fuel cell stack in ReforCELL were focused on the development of a suitable prototype to be integrated in the final system and evaluation of the performance and short term durability. The research included the selection of relevant core components available as commercial products or at prototype level, the definition of sets of operating conditions relevant for the application considered, and the test of short stacks applying these conditions to get additional Figure 9 . Picture of the prototype reactor for ATR process.
Along with the reformer and Balance of Plant (BoP), one main component of the m-CHP system is the Fuel Cell Stack. Research or applied studies have already shown how operating with potentially low hydrogen quality including contaminants and different anode fuel feeding modes have a strong impact on the fuel cell behaviour, performance level and stability [73] [74] [75] [76] . The activities on the fuel cell stack in ReforCELL were focused on the development of a suitable prototype to be integrated in the final system and evaluation of the performance and short term durability. The research included the selection of relevant core components available as commercial products or at prototype level, the definition of sets of operating conditions relevant for the application considered, and the test of short stacks applying these conditions to get additional information for the dimensioning of the system. Performance tests were performed as well as some durability tests to evaluate short term stability. Short stacks (6 or 8 cells) were made with Membrane Electrodes Assemblies (MEAs) adapted for reformate fuel operation. Operating conditions were defined based first on state of the art and then on information from the partners such as system requirements for the fuel cell temperature, fuel and air gases pressures, flow rates, humidification, and of course fuel composition. The impact of fuel composition was evaluated comparing pure hydrogen with mixtures including mainly hydrogen, carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), and some carbon monoxide (CO). The effect of adding some air (air bleeding operation, in the range 0.5% to 2% of air in the fuel) to reduce the impact of CO was also studied. Two operating modes for fuel feeding were tested: fuel circulation with fixed stoichiometric ratio and a few tests to check the fuel cell behaviour in dead end mode with purges.
It was possible to evaluate the performance of the stack with different gas feeding conditions and to validate that the operating points in terms of cell current/voltage were in the expected range (vs. reference case definition). The impact of some fuel compositions was evaluated considering the voltage losses (in %) versus pure H 2 .
Within the operating range of 0.35/0.45 A/cm 2 , the polarization curves showed that replacing pure hydrogen by a synthetic reformate including CO 2 and some CO has a negative impact but limited to 5% if the CO concentration is less than 10 ppm. Air bleeding allowed recovering half of the voltage losses in the same current density range.
The results achieved in dead-end mode with pure hydrogen show that the stack can operate with a homogeneous behaviour of the cells with a selected rhythm for the purges, needed to remove the inert gas and water.
In parallel, performance stability was also evaluated by different load cycles, with a day/night type current profile and then following a more specific daily profile planned for the application. The latter was applied to check the capability of the stack to follow this utilisation profile with different fuel compositions (Figure 10a) and stack performance was then validated by recording polarisation curves (Figure 10b ). information for the dimensioning of the system. Performance tests were performed as well as some durability tests to evaluate short term stability. Short stacks (6 or 8 cells) were made with Membrane Electrodes Assemblies (MEAs) adapted for reformate fuel operation. Operating conditions were defined based first on state of the art and then on information from the partners such as system requirements for the fuel cell temperature, fuel and air gases pressures, flow rates, humidification, and of course fuel composition. The impact of fuel composition was evaluated comparing pure hydrogen with mixtures including mainly hydrogen, carbon dioxide (CO2), and some carbon monoxide (CO). The effect of adding some air (air bleeding operation, in the range 0.5% to 2% of air in the fuel) to reduce the impact of CO was also studied. Two operating modes for fuel feeding were tested: fuel circulation with fixed stoichiometric ratio and a few tests to check the fuel cell behaviour in dead end mode with purges.
It was possible to evaluate the performance of the stack with different gas feeding conditions and to validate that the operating points in terms of cell current/voltage were in the expected range (vs. reference case definition). The impact of some fuel compositions was evaluated considering the voltage losses (in %) versus pure H2.
Within the operating range of 0.35/0.45 A/cm 2 , the polarization curves showed that replacing pure hydrogen by a synthetic reformate including CO2 and some CO has a negative impact but limited to 5% if the CO concentration is less than 10 ppm. Air bleeding allowed recovering half of the voltage losses in the same current density range.
In parallel, performance stability was also evaluated by different load cycles, with a day/night type current profile and then following a more specific daily profile planned for the application. The latter was applied to check the capability of the stack to follow this utilisation profile with different fuel compositions (Figure 10a More extreme conditions were also checked particularly on the impact of low relative humidity, low pressures, low hydrogen flows, and high CO contents (>50 ppm) to check the possible effect of issues related to the system management or to the processor ( Figure 11 ). More extreme conditions were also checked particularly on the impact of low relative humidity, low pressures, low hydrogen flows, and high CO contents (>50 ppm) to check the possible effect of issues related to the system management or to the processor ( Figure 11 ). Figure 11 . Data extracted from a test conducted on a PEM fuel cell short stack to check the tolerance to high CO contents. Maximum CO (red) vs. Air bleeding % needed to maintain cell voltage average higher than 0.5 V by cell.
The prototype stack (specific end-plates) was designed, assembled and tested under pure hydrogen. It is made of 85 cells targeting more than 5 kW at nominal point and 8 kW maximum electric power ( Figure 12 ). The effect of some parameters important for the system operation was checked showing no impact of stack temperature between 65 °C and 70 °C, no impact of fuel relative humidity in the foreseen application range, and around 20 mV/cell gap at nominal point for air pressure between 1.2 and 1.5 bars. Under the nominal operating conditions and pure hydrogen, the prototype showed the same performance (average cell voltage) as the short stack ( Figure 13 ). . Data extracted from a test conducted on a PEM fuel cell short stack to check the tolerance to high CO contents. Maximum CO (red) vs. Air bleeding % needed to maintain cell voltage average higher than 0.5 V by cell.
The prototype stack (specific end-plates) was designed, assembled and tested under pure hydrogen. It is made of 85 cells targeting more than 5 kW at nominal point and 8 kW maximum electric power ( Figure 12 ). The effect of some parameters important for the system operation was checked showing no impact of stack temperature between 65 • C and 70 • C, no impact of fuel relative humidity in the foreseen application range, and around 20 mV/cell gap at nominal point for air pressure between 1.2 and 1.5 bars.
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The prototype stack (specific end-plates) was designed, assembled and tested under pure hydrogen. It is made of 85 cells targeting more than 5 kW at nominal point and 8 kW maximum electric power ( Figure 12 ). The effect of some parameters important for the system operation was checked showing no impact of stack temperature between 65 °C and 70 °C, no impact of fuel relative humidity in the foreseen application range, and around 20 mV/cell gap at nominal point for air pressure between 1.2 and 1.5 bars. Under the nominal operating conditions and pure hydrogen, the prototype showed the same performance (average cell voltage) as the short stack ( Figure 13 ). Under the nominal operating conditions and pure hydrogen, the prototype showed the same performance (average cell voltage) as the short stack ( Figure 13 
Results and Discussion
In this section the main outcomes obtained from the ReforCELL project are presented. The research activities addressed the whole product chain: i.e., development of materials/components (membranes, supports, seals, catalyst, etc.) through integration/validation at lab-scale, until development/validation of pilot scale ATR-CMR and the proof of concept/validation of the new PEM fuel cell m-CHP system. Due to this fact, this section is divided into different sub-sections containing the main results.
Catalyst
A novel ruthenium based ATR catalyst consisting of 2% ruthenium on a ceria zirconia support was developed fulfilling the requirements of ReforCELL (active and stable catalyst at low temperature ~600 °C). The synthesis of the catalyst is based on a sequential procedure where first the ceria-zirconia support, having the overall formula Ce0.75Zr0.25O2, is prepared. This support is then fractionized to the desired particle size and subsequently loaded with the active ruthenium metal. Initial tests showed that controlled precipitation gives the best result for the support in terms of surface area and particle size.
A set of different support particle sizes was sent to TU/e for testing of the fluidization behaviour in a fluidized bed reactor. The tests showed stable fluidization behaviour for the different particle sizes. In addition to the support an inert material having the same bulk density and particle size as the support was sent to TU/e. Fluidization tests showed that there was no separation of the support and inert filler under fluidization conditions. From the tests the fraction having a particle size of 125-250 µm was chosen as the most interesting candidate for the pilot scale reactor.
XRD analysis of the Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 support shows that the material exhibits the cubic structure of the ceria. The absence of monoclinic and tetragonal zirconia phases, when using the co-precipitation methods, indicates that the zirconium is incorporated into the ceria structure ( Figure 14) . The average crystallite size of 30 nm as derived from the line broadening is in accordance with the high resolution TEM images of the material. From the XRD and physisorption there is no difference between the materials made on laboratory or kilogram scale. This shows that the support was successfully prepared at kilogram scale. The high BET surface area of ~90 m 2 /g is a direct result of the small crystallite size as seen in the XRD and TEM measurements. 
Results and Discussion
Catalyst
A novel ruthenium based ATR catalyst consisting of 2% ruthenium on a ceria zirconia support was developed fulfilling the requirements of ReforCELL (active and stable catalyst at low temperature~600 • C). The synthesis of the catalyst is based on a sequential procedure where first the ceria-zirconia support, having the overall formula Ce 0.75 Zr 0.25 O 2 , is prepared. This support is then fractionized to the desired particle size and subsequently loaded with the active ruthenium metal. Initial tests showed that controlled precipitation gives the best result for the support in terms of surface area and particle size.
XRD analysis of the Ce 0.75 Zr 0.25 O 2 support shows that the material exhibits the cubic structure of the ceria. The absence of monoclinic and tetragonal zirconia phases, when using the co-precipitation methods, indicates that the zirconium is incorporated into the ceria structure ( Figure 14) . The average crystallite size of 30 nm as derived from the line broadening is in accordance with the high resolution TEM images of the material. From the XRD and physisorption there is no difference between the materials made on laboratory or kilogram scale. This shows that the support was successfully prepared at kilogram scale. The high BET surface area of~90 m 2 /g is a direct result of the small crystallite size as seen in the XRD and TEM measurements. The ruthenium was loaded onto the support via controlled precipitation. This technique combines a good dispersion with the possibility of upscaling whereas incipient wetness has a poor dispersion and surfactant assisted routes are more difficult to scale up. The ruthenium load of 2% was confirmed by XPS analysis of the catalyst. Both XRD and N2 physisorption did not show large changes in the material after the ruthenium loading (Figure 15 ), which shows that the original structure of the support was preserved during the loading.
The new catalyst was tested for its performance in a custom built lab scale reactor. During the test, the conditions were varied to test the performance of the catalyst under the various conditions that can be expected in the pilot plant reactor. Figure 16 gives an overview of the performance of the ruthenium based ATR catalyst both under SMR and ATR conditions. The graph shows that the hydrogen production over the catalyst is stable under the various SMR and ATR conditions, and that the catalyst operates at the desired low temperature window of 500-600 °C. The ruthenium was loaded onto the support via controlled precipitation. This technique combines a good dispersion with the possibility of upscaling whereas incipient wetness has a poor dispersion and surfactant assisted routes are more difficult to scale up. The ruthenium load of 2% was confirmed by XPS analysis of the catalyst. Both XRD and N 2 physisorption did not show large changes in the material after the ruthenium loading (Figure 15 ), which shows that the original structure of the support was preserved during the loading. The ruthenium was loaded onto the support via controlled precipitation. This technique combines a good dispersion with the possibility of upscaling whereas incipient wetness has a poor dispersion and surfactant assisted routes are more difficult to scale up. The ruthenium load of 2% was confirmed by XPS analysis of the catalyst. Both XRD and N2 physisorption did not show large changes in the material after the ruthenium loading (Figure 15 ), which shows that the original structure of the support was preserved during the loading.
The new catalyst was tested for its performance in a custom built lab scale reactor. During the test, the conditions were varied to test the performance of the catalyst under the various conditions that can be expected in the pilot plant reactor. Figure 16 gives an overview of the performance of the ruthenium based ATR catalyst both under SMR and ATR conditions. The graph shows that the hydrogen production over the catalyst is stable under the various SMR and ATR conditions, and that the catalyst operates at the desired low temperature window of 500-600 °C. The new catalyst was tested for its performance in a custom built lab scale reactor. During the test, the conditions were varied to test the performance of the catalyst under the various conditions that can be expected in the pilot plant reactor. Figure 16 gives an overview of the performance of the ruthenium based ATR catalyst both under SMR and ATR conditions. The graph shows that the hydrogen production over the catalyst is stable under the various SMR and ATR conditions, and that the catalyst operates at the desired low temperature window of 500-600 • C. There are no commercially available Ni catalysts that meet the requirement of low temperature methane reforming targeted in the project. To meet with the demand of an active and stable catalyst at low temperature, catalysts based on Noble metals as Pt, Rh or Ru were developed. Based on scientific literature, such catalysts are particularly suitable when supports based on ceria or zirconia are employed, and especially mixed zirconia/ceria supports. Given noble metal pricing, Ru based catalysts would be most economical. The developed Ru based ATR catalyst achieved the required targets proposed in the project related to activity, selectivity, and stability. An important finding was that the catalyst is also active at significant lower temperature than originally anticipated (500 °C).
Lab Scale Reactors
The catalyst and membranes were combined to demonstrate the concept at lab scale. Two different reactor configurations were selected for the lab scale demonstration of the reforming reaction in the membrane reactor: micro-channel reactor and fluidized bed membrane reactor.
Micro-Channel Reactor
Micro-structured membrane modules that reduce gas phase diffusion limitations and increase the membrane area to reactor volume ratio compared to traditional tubular reactors were developed in the project (Figure 17 ). Since concentration polarization effects are expected to be reduced in such modules, a high space-time-yield is anticipated due to the available high volumetric surface area for reaction and membrane separation.
The long-term stability of various designs of microstructured membrane modules has extensively been investigated [57] . In the experiments, the H2 permeation performance and stability of the modules were verified over a period of up to 50 days. Operation of micro-channel modules that employ a stainless steel plate with apertures on the permeate side results in a large settling of the film into the permeate section; ultimately this will result in a membrane failure. The operation limits are ~450 °C and pressures up to 5 bar. There are no commercially available Ni catalysts that meet the requirement of low temperature methane reforming targeted in the project. To meet with the demand of an active and stable catalyst at low temperature, catalysts based on Noble metals as Pt, Rh or Ru were developed. Based on scientific literature, such catalysts are particularly suitable when supports based on ceria or zirconia are employed, and especially mixed zirconia/ceria supports. Given noble metal pricing, Ru based catalysts would be most economical. The developed Ru based ATR catalyst achieved the required targets proposed in the project related to activity, selectivity, and stability. An important finding was that the catalyst is also active at significant lower temperature than originally anticipated (500 • C).
Lab Scale Reactors
Micro-Channel Reactor
The long-term stability of various designs of microstructured membrane modules has extensively been investigated [57] . In the experiments, the H 2 permeation performance and stability of the modules were verified over a period of up to 50 days. Operation of micro-channel modules that employ a stainless steel plate with apertures on the permeate side results in a large settling of the film into the permeate section; ultimately this will result in a membrane failure. The operation limits are~450 • C and pressures up to 5 bar. For pressures above 5 bar a porous stainless steel (PSS) support is introduced for sufficient stabilisation of the Pd77Ag23 films (see Figure 17c ). For such a module, a hydrogen flux of 195.3 mL·min −1 ·cm −2 was obtained at 5 bar and 450 °C. The module shows a very good stability up to the highest feed thin pressure applied of 15 bar at a H2/N2 ideal perm-selectivities >39,000. The temperature stability was improved by the introduction of YSZ IMDBL, and selective operation was obtained for 160 h at 550 °C.
Integrated membrane reformer systems were tested up to 8 bar and 550 °C during periods of up to 75 days applying either a commercial JM Hifuel Ni-based catalyst or the Ru/Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 catalyst developed in ReforCELL in the feed channels, see Figure 17 . The results show that the Ru-based catalyst is less prone to coke formation than the commercial Ni-catalyst and more active at low temperatures. The performance of the Ru-catalyst integrated reactor system was limited by the H2 removal rate through the membrane. Compared to the conventional packed-bed reactor with an equilibrium methane conversion <40%, the continuous hydrogen removal shifts the equilibrium and therefore a higher methane conversion is obtained. At a W/F ratio of 27 gcath/molCH4 (GHSV = 6000 h −1 ), a methane conversion >95% and a H2 production rate of 4.5 Nm 3 ·m −2 ·h −1 was obtained at 550 °C and a feed pressure of 6 bar, see Figure 18 . 
Fluidized Bed Membrane Reactor
The procedure followed to validate the fluidized bed membrane reactor concept was similar to the line-time presented for the microchannel reactor. The catalyst and membrane stability were first investigated separately. Later on, both were integrated in the reactor and tested under steam Integrated membrane reformer systems were tested up to 8 bar and 550 • C during periods of up to 75 days applying either a commercial JM Hifuel Ni-based catalyst or the Ru/Ce 0.75 Zr 0.25 O 2 catalyst developed in ReforCELL in the feed channels, see Figure 17 . The results show that the Ru-based catalyst is less prone to coke formation than the commercial Ni-catalyst and more active at low temperatures. The performance of the Ru-catalyst integrated reactor system was limited by the H 2 removal rate through the membrane. Compared to the conventional packed-bed reactor with an equilibrium methane conversion <40%, the continuous hydrogen removal shifts the equilibrium and therefore a higher methane conversion is obtained. At a W/F ratio of 27 g cat h/mol CH4 (GHSV = 6000 h −1 ), a methane conversion >95% and a H 2 production rate of 4.5 Nm 3 ·m −2 ·h −1 was obtained at 550 • C and a feed pressure of 6 bar, see Figure 18 . For pressures above 5 bar a porous stainless steel (PSS) support is introduced for sufficient stabilisation of the Pd77Ag23 films (see Figure 17c ). For such a module, a hydrogen flux of 195.3 mL·min −1 ·cm −2 was obtained at 5 bar and 450 °C. The module shows a very good stability up to the highest feed thin pressure applied of 15 bar at a H2/N2 ideal perm-selectivities >39,000. The temperature stability was improved by the introduction of YSZ IMDBL, and selective operation was obtained for 160 h at 550 °C.
The procedure followed to validate the fluidized bed membrane reactor concept was similar to the line-time presented for the microchannel reactor. The catalyst and membrane stability were first investigated separately. Later on, both were integrated in the reactor and tested under steam 
The procedure followed to validate the fluidized bed membrane reactor concept was similar to the line-time presented for the microchannel reactor. The catalyst and membrane stability were first investigated separately. Later on, both were integrated in the reactor and tested under steam reforming and autothermal reforming of methane in fluidized bed membrane reactors. Two different types of membranes were tested: Pd-based tubular ceramic supported membranes (Figure 4) and Pd-based tubular metallic supported membranes ( Figure 5 ) both developed by direct simultaneous Pd and Ag electroless plating (ELP) deposition [51] [52] [53] [54] in a one step process.
Characterization of the Ru supported catalyst showed that the catalyst particles are mechanically stable in fluidized bed operation and no loss of particle size was observed even under high temperature operation in a bubbling fluidization regime.
The stability and sealing of the ceramic supported Pd-based membranes were also investigated. The Pd-based tubular ceramic supported membranes were sealed using commercial standard Swagelok connectors (316 SS) together with graphite gaskets for 10 mm OD tubes provided by CHROMalytic TECH(nology) Pty Ltd (Boronia, Victoria 3155, Australia). The graphite gaskets were sized to the outer membrane diameter of 10.1-10.5 mm and pretreated with a membrane dummy to the standard Swagelok connector. Figure 19 shows a schematic of the sealing (a) and a picture of the sealed tubular Pd-alloy membrane with graphite gaskets to a standard Swagelok connector (b). The bottom part of the connector was specially designed for membranes that will be immersed vertically in the fluidized bed to avoid gas holdup below the membrane. In case of integration in packed bed reactors, simple Swagelok caps could be used. reforming and autothermal reforming of methane in fluidized bed membrane reactors. Two different types of membranes were tested: Pd-based tubular ceramic supported membranes ( Figure  4 ) and Pd-based tubular metallic supported membranes ( Figure 5 ) both developed by direct simultaneous Pd and Ag electroless plating (ELP) deposition [51] [52] [53] [54] in a one step process. Characterization of the Ru supported catalyst showed that the catalyst particles are mechanically stable in fluidized bed operation and no loss of particle size was observed even under high temperature operation in a bubbling fluidization regime.
The stability and sealing of the ceramic supported Pd-based membranes were also investigated. The Pd-based tubular ceramic supported membranes were sealed using commercial standard Swagelok connectors (316 SS) together with graphite gaskets for 10 mm OD tubes provided by CHROMalytic TECH(nology) Pty Ltd (Boronia, Victoria 3155, Australia). The graphite gaskets were sized to the outer membrane diameter of 10.1-10.5 mm and pretreated with a membrane dummy to the standard Swagelok connector. Figure 19 shows a schematic of the sealing (a) and a picture of the sealed tubular Pd-alloy membrane with graphite gaskets to a standard Swagelok connector (b). The bottom part of the connector was specially designed for membranes that will be immersed vertically in the fluidized bed to avoid gas holdup below the membrane. In case of integration in packed bed reactors, simple Swagelok caps could be used. The membranes were tested for single gas permeation, mixed gas permeation, and for steam reforming and autothermal reforming of methane in fluidized bed membrane reactors. The hydrogen flux through a sealed membrane at different hydrogen partial pressures and different temperatures between 380-600 °C, and after the stability tests were performed, is shown in Figure  20a . The hydrogen permeation rate increases with increasing transmembrane partial pressure difference and temperature, as expected. The tested membrane shows an almost perfect linear behaviour for the pressure exponential factor n = 0.5 (R 2 >0.995), which is typical for Pd-alloy membranes at low pressures, if bulk-diffusion through the membrane is the rate limiting step according to Sieverts' law [77] . The membrane parameters for the tested membrane were determined at 10 kJ·mol −1 for the activation energy (∆Eact) and 6.93 × 10 −8 mol·m −2 Pa −0.5 ·s −1 for the pre-exponential factor (P0) using the plot of the logarithm of the permeance against the reciprocal temperature (shown in Figure 20b ). The membranes were tested for single gas permeation, mixed gas permeation, and for steam reforming and autothermal reforming of methane in fluidized bed membrane reactors. The hydrogen flux through a sealed membrane at different hydrogen partial pressures and different temperatures between 380-600 • C, and after the stability tests were performed, is shown in Figure 20a . The hydrogen permeation rate increases with increasing transmembrane partial pressure difference and temperature, as expected. The tested membrane shows an almost perfect linear behaviour for the pressure exponential factor n = 0.5 (R 2 >0.995), which is typical for Pd-alloy membranes at low pressures, if bulk-diffusion through the membrane is the rate limiting step according to Sieverts' law [77] .
The membrane parameters for the tested membrane were determined at 10 kJ·mol −1 for the activation energy (∆E act ) and 6.93 × 10 −8 mol·m −2 Pa −0.5 ·s −1 for the pre-exponential factor (P 0 ) using the plot of the logarithm of the permeance against the reciprocal temperature (shown in Figure 20b ). The first test with five tubular ceramic supported membranes was performed with conventional SMR. Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the obtained retentate compositions together with the achieved methane conversion. It can be seen that methane conversion increases with increasing temperatures, where the extracted hydrogen stream includes a noticeable amount of CO. Nevertheless, the hydrogen purity still remains above 99.98% for all cases. During the experiments it was observed that the amount of CO in the permeate stream increased from the first day of tests to the second day of tests at the same operation conditions. An increase of the temperature also leads to an increase of the CO impurity in the permeate stream. Table 3 gives a summary of the different operating conditions used in the SMR tests. The results clearly show the increase in hydrogen recovery at higher temperatures due to the increased hydrogen permeability of the membranes at higher temperatures. During the first day of tests the equilibrium conversion was reached as expected, but remarkably during the second day of experiments, the methane conversion was higher at the same operating conditions and increased even slightly beyond the equilibrium conversion. Comparing the equilibrium conversion of methane and the conversion obtained during the experiments, especially in the second day, a significant increase was detected. Analysing the surface of the membranes and the sealing after these tests, it was observed that the sealing was damaged, which could be the reason for the CO increase in the permeate gas stream. The membrane surface was free of defects, which assures that the membranes can survive under reforming conditions for this test duration. The first test with five tubular ceramic supported membranes was performed with conventional SMR. Figures 21 and 22 show the obtained retentate compositions together with the achieved methane conversion. It can be seen that methane conversion increases with increasing temperatures, where the extracted hydrogen stream includes a noticeable amount of CO. Nevertheless, the hydrogen purity still remains above 99.98% for all cases. During the experiments it was observed that the amount of CO in the permeate stream increased from the first day of tests to the second day of tests at the same operation conditions. An increase of the temperature also leads to an increase of the CO impurity in the permeate stream. The first test with five tubular ceramic supported membranes was performed with conventional SMR. Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the obtained retentate compositions together with the achieved methane conversion. It can be seen that methane conversion increases with increasing temperatures, where the extracted hydrogen stream includes a noticeable amount of CO. Nevertheless, the hydrogen purity still remains above 99.98% for all cases. During the experiments it was observed that the amount of CO in the permeate stream increased from the first day of tests to the second day of tests at the same operation conditions. An increase of the temperature also leads to an increase of the CO impurity in the permeate stream. Table 3 gives a summary of the different operating conditions used in the SMR tests. The results clearly show the increase in hydrogen recovery at higher temperatures due to the increased hydrogen permeability of the membranes at higher temperatures. During the first day of tests the equilibrium conversion was reached as expected, but remarkably during the second day of experiments, the methane conversion was higher at the same operating conditions and increased even slightly beyond the equilibrium conversion. Comparing the equilibrium conversion of methane and the conversion obtained during the experiments, especially in the second day, a significant increase was detected. Analysing the surface of the membranes and the sealing after these tests, it was observed that the sealing was damaged, which could be the reason for the CO increase in the permeate gas stream. The membrane surface was free of defects, which assures that the membranes can survive under reforming conditions for this test duration. Table 3 gives a summary of the different operating conditions used in the SMR tests. The results clearly show the increase in hydrogen recovery at higher temperatures due to the increased hydrogen permeability of the membranes at higher temperatures. During the first day of tests the equilibrium conversion was reached as expected, but remarkably during the second day of experiments, the methane conversion was higher at the same operating conditions and increased even slightly beyond the equilibrium conversion. Comparing the equilibrium conversion of methane and the conversion obtained during the experiments, especially in the second day, a significant increase was detected. Analysing the surface of the membranes and the sealing after these tests, it was observed that the sealing was damaged, which could be the reason for the CO increase in the permeate gas stream. The membrane surface was free of defects, which assures that the membranes can survive under reforming conditions for this test duration. In a second test, ATR of methane was performed on these membranes. The retentate stream composition and methane conversion are shown in Figure 23 . The feed conditions were different to the test performed with the REB membranes, so the results obtained in terms of conversion of methane cannot be directly ascribed to the different membranes, while the hydrogen recovery and separation can.
Comparing the results obtained for ATR reforming without and with the TECNALIA membranes, which are shown in Table 4 , the methane conversion increased by 7.2% from 89.5% to 96.7%. The total amount of produced hydrogen increased by 7.7% resulting in a total flow rate of hydrogen of 2.71 L/min. The hydrogen recovery and the purity of the hydrogen stream are still comparable. Detailed information on the preparation, characterization, and stability tests of thin-film Pd-Ag ceramic supported membranes for high-temperature fluidized bed membrane reactor applications can be found in Fernandez et al. [51] . In a second test, ATR of methane was performed on these membranes. The retentate stream composition and methane conversion are shown in Figure 23 . The feed conditions were different to the test performed with the REB membranes, so the results obtained in terms of conversion of methane cannot be directly ascribed to the different membranes, while the hydrogen recovery and separation can. The ATR was also performed with Pd/Ag on metallic supports. First, the membrane stability was assessed between 500-600 °C for around 800 h (Figure 24 ). The main aim of this test was to check the stability of the hydrogen permeance and the nitrogen leakage through the membrane as a function of time on stream. It can be concluded that the membrane shows a really good stability for hydrogen permeation during the whole test (~1.3 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 ). However, at a certain temperature the hydrogen permeance slightly decreased over time, as also reported in the literature before for this type of membranes. The nitrogen leakage through the metallic supported membrane was extremely low and even below the detection limit of the Bronkhorst flow meter (0.01 mL/min) for almost 800 h, which resulted in an ideal H2/N2 perm-selectivity higher than 200,000. Comparing the results obtained for ATR reforming without and with the TECNALIA membranes, which are shown in Table 4 , the methane conversion increased by 7.2% from 89.5% to 96.7%. The total amount of produced hydrogen increased by 7.7% resulting in a total flow rate of hydrogen of 2.71 L/min. The hydrogen recovery and the purity of the hydrogen stream are still comparable. Detailed information on the preparation, characterization, and stability tests of thin-film Pd-Ag ceramic supported membranes for high-temperature fluidized bed membrane reactor applications can be found in Fernandez et al. [51] . The ATR was also performed with Pd/Ag on metallic supports. First, the membrane stability was assessed between 500-600 • C for around 800 h (Figure 24 ). The main aim of this test was to check the stability of the hydrogen permeance and the nitrogen leakage through the membrane as a function of time on stream. It can be concluded that the membrane shows a really good stability for hydrogen permeation during the whole test (~1.3 × 10 −6 mol·m −2 ·s −1 ·Pa −1 ). However, at a certain temperature the hydrogen permeance slightly decreased over time, as also reported in the literature before for this type of membranes. The nitrogen leakage through the metallic supported membrane was extremely low and even below the detection limit of the Bronkhorst flow meter (0.01 mL/min) for almost 800 h, which resulted in an ideal H 2 /N 2 perm-selectivity higher than 200,000. The test was carried out at different temperatures with a stepwise increase of 25 °C. However, once at 600 °C and after 795 h of permeation tests, the nitrogen permeated through the membrane resulting in a pronounced decrease in the ideal perm-selectivity which quickly dropped to a value of 2650. Nevertheless, this value of ideal perm-selectivity is still relatively high when compared to other state-of-the-art metallic supported membranes. A table with the comparison of different Pd-based membranes investigated in the literature can be found in Fernandez et al. [51, 52] .
Catalyst interaction with the Pd-Ag layer was not observed since H2 permeance is the same for single gas tests with empty tube configuration and fluidized bed configuration. This also implies the absence of mass transfer resistances caused by the particles. (Close to) thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved both in ATR and SMR membrane-assisted processes. However, a full conversion of CH4 is never achieved. This can be partially explained by the large amount of inert gas fed together with the CH4:H2O. This dramatically decreases the partial pressure of the other components. After all the experiments a decrease in ideal H2/N2 selectivity was n observed due to the defects created in the surface. As determined through a test with the membrane submerged in ethanol, all defects are associated with micropores in the surface, which were also observed with SEM images.
The methane conversion as a function of different experimental conditions for the two different reactor configurations studied in this work is shown in Figure 25 .
As can be observed, chemical equilibrium is obtained in the fluidized bed reactor configuration due to the good performance of the catalyst, assuring absence of kinetic limitations. Furthermore, for all cases an important increase in the yield of the reaction for H2 production as a consequence of the displacement of the equilibrium is observed when the membrane reactor configuration is employed. It is especially interesting to highlight that the equilibrium displacement is more pronounced for conditions where the driving force for H2 permeation is maximized, such as an increase in the pressure of the reactor and the steam-to-carbon ratio, or a decrease in the total flow rate with the corresponding increase in residence time. Under the new scenario with configuration of the FBMR, the expected thermodynamic equilibrium was also calculated with Aspen Plus. As observed from Figure 25 , again thermodynamic equilibrium is almost achieved in this new configuration. The difference observed might relate to the small amount of catalyst in the freeboard, which may not be enough to achieve the expected equilibrium. For all the cases studied in this work, a maximum error in the carbon balance of around 5%-8% is obtained as a consequence of experimental errors mainly related to the analyser calibration. Detailed information on the characterization and stability tests of thin-film Pd-Ag metallic supported membranes for high-temperature fluidized bed membrane reactor applications can be found in Medrano et al. [53] . The test was carried out at different temperatures with a stepwise increase of 25 • C. However, once at 600 • C and after 795 h of permeation tests, the nitrogen permeated through the membrane resulting in a pronounced decrease in the ideal perm-selectivity which quickly dropped to a value of 2650. Nevertheless, this value of ideal perm-selectivity is still relatively high when compared to other state-of-the-art metallic supported membranes. A table with the comparison of different Pd-based membranes investigated in the literature can be found in Fernandez et al. [51, 52] .
Catalyst interaction with the Pd-Ag layer was not observed since H 2 permeance is the same for single gas tests with empty tube configuration and fluidized bed configuration. This also implies the absence of mass transfer resistances caused by the particles. (Close to) thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved both in ATR and SMR membrane-assisted processes. However, a full conversion of CH 4 is never achieved. This can be partially explained by the large amount of inert gas fed together with the CH 4 :H 2 O. This dramatically decreases the partial pressure of the other components. After all the experiments a decrease in ideal H 2 /N 2 selectivity was n observed due to the defects created in the surface. As determined through a test with the membrane submerged in ethanol, all defects are associated with micropores in the surface, which were also observed with SEM images.
As can be observed, chemical equilibrium is obtained in the fluidized bed reactor configuration due to the good performance of the catalyst, assuring absence of kinetic limitations. Furthermore, for all cases an important increase in the yield of the reaction for H 2 production as a consequence of the displacement of the equilibrium is observed when the membrane reactor configuration is employed. It is especially interesting to highlight that the equilibrium displacement is more pronounced for conditions where the driving force for H 2 permeation is maximized, such as an increase in the pressure of the reactor and the steam-to-carbon ratio, or a decrease in the total flow rate with the corresponding increase in residence time. Under the new scenario with configuration of the FBMR, the expected thermodynamic equilibrium was also calculated with Aspen Plus. As observed from Figure 25 , again thermodynamic equilibrium is almost achieved in this new configuration. The difference observed might relate to the small amount of catalyst in the freeboard, which may not be enough to achieve the expected equilibrium. For all the cases studied in this work, a maximum error in the carbon balance of around 5%-8% is obtained as a consequence of experimental errors mainly related to the analyser calibration. Detailed information on the characterization and stability tests of thin-film Pd-Ag metallic supported membranes for high-temperature fluidized bed membrane reactor applications can be found in Medrano et al. [53] . 
ATR Prototype
The membrane reactor was tested for different operating conditions with ranging pressure, temperature and S/C ratio. Difficulties were found in fragility of the ceramic supports of the membranes which failed early in the testing phase. An improved protocol for handling, assembling and testing the membranes was defined for further developments to reduce this risk. The remaining tests were performed at lower flows and without extraction of hydrogen. During the testing, the ATR reactor reached a stable production of 1.7 Nm 3 of H2 per Nm 3 of CH4 feed. Flow patterns, heat transfer limits, and integration possibilities of the reactor were identified. During testing, the performance was checked in the SCADA panel view. Several parameters (e.g., pressures, temperatures, flow rate, valve position, etc.), were also monitored by the graphical control panel.
A model was developed based on the results to simulate the fluidized bed membrane reactor. The model was used for calculation of membrane area and to analyse the influence of some variables such as reactor temperature, heat loss and operating load. The model also evaluates the required NG, air and steam flow rates to achieve the H2 production target, operating at autothermal condition.
Another model of the complete fuel processor including peripheral components of the balance of plant was also developed to describe the ATR-MR system performance. The system includes the ATR membrane reactor and the auxiliary units to recover the heat source from permeate and retentate streams. The model analyses the influence of some variables such as reactor temperature, heat loss and operating load, allowing an optimization procedure (CAPEX minimization) of the heat exchanging network. The results of the ATR-MR system model provide a sort of map of the required operating condition as a function of the H2 production target. By decreasing the hydrogen output, the O/C ratio increases, and the requirements for feed of steam relative to the Natural Gas feed (S/C) decreases. 
Integration and Validation in m-CHP System
ATR Prototype
The membrane reactor was tested for different operating conditions with ranging pressure, temperature and S/C ratio. Difficulties were found in fragility of the ceramic supports of the membranes which failed early in the testing phase. An improved protocol for handling, assembling and testing the membranes was defined for further developments to reduce this risk. The remaining tests were performed at lower flows and without extraction of hydrogen. During the testing, the ATR reactor reached a stable production of 1.7 Nm 3 of H 2 per Nm 3 of CH 4 feed. Flow patterns, heat transfer limits, and integration possibilities of the reactor were identified. During testing, the performance was checked in the SCADA panel view. Several parameters (e.g., pressures, temperatures, flow rate, valve position, etc.), were also monitored by the graphical control panel.
A model was developed based on the results to simulate the fluidized bed membrane reactor. The model was used for calculation of membrane area and to analyse the influence of some variables such as reactor temperature, heat loss and operating load. The model also evaluates the required NG, air and steam flow rates to achieve the H 2 production target, operating at autothermal condition.
Another model of the complete fuel processor including peripheral components of the balance of plant was also developed to describe the ATR-MR system performance. The system includes the ATR membrane reactor and the auxiliary units to recover the heat source from permeate and retentate streams. The model analyses the influence of some variables such as reactor temperature, heat loss and operating load, allowing an optimization procedure (CAPEX minimization) of the heat exchanging network. The results of the ATR-MR system model provide a sort of map of the required operating condition as a function of the H 2 production target. By decreasing the hydrogen output, the O/C ratio increases, and the requirements for feed of steam relative to the Natural Gas feed (S/C) decreases.
Integration and Validation in m-CHP System
The technical objective of this activity was the definition of the optimal lay-out for the micro-CHP system when integrating the membrane reactor and the assessment of its performance. Firstly, the indexes adopted for comparing the different configurations were defined. They are the net electric efficiency, net thermal efficiency, and overall efficiency which are defined in the EU directive for cogeneration (2004/8/EC)).
Net thermal e f f iciency (η th ) =
Overall e f f iciency
where .
m f uel ·LHV f uel Thermal input power P Net.AC Net power output .
Q cog Net thermal power output
In addition to these, the second law analysis of the micro-CHP system is carried out to assess the overall energy losses in the conversion process. In the second law analysis, the net thermal power output is weighed by means of the efficiency of an ideal process converting the heat into work as expressed below.
Ex th
The ideal efficiency is evaluated with reference to the Lorentz cycle, because the heat produced by the micro-CHP system is available at variable temperature rather than at constant temperature.
The second law efficiency is calculated as follows:
Starting from the measured performance of the fuel stack prototype (see Section 2.5) and the membrane reactor characteristics (see Section 3.3) measured in the project, the m-CHP system layout was optimised for integrating the membrane reactor and the PEM FC stack. The optimization took into account both efficiency and cost aspects: in particular, the membrane surface area was monitored in the optimization being the component with the largest variation.
Two different membrane reactors lay-outs were investigated: the main difference being the adoption of a sweep flow at the permeate side to reduce the membrane surface area instead of a vacuum pump. For both cases, several design parameters of the membrane reactor (i.e., temperature, S/C ratio, feed, and permeate pressures) as well as other components (i.e., fuel cell current density, burner temperature, etc.) were considered.
The net electric efficiency as a function of the membrane surface area and diverse reactor configuration and operating conditions is plotted in Figure 26 . In general, the higher the membrane area, the higher is the electrical efficiency. A high S/C ratio penalizes the system from the electrical efficiency perspective, while reducing the membrane surface area thanks to the higher hydrogen partial pressure. The reactor temperature has the most significant impact on the membrane surface area for both higher hydrogen partial pressure and membrane permeance. Finally, the vacuum pump configuration shows even lower electric efficiency because of the pump consumption. Further details on this analysis can be found in [26] . It can be noted that the maximum electric efficiency is about 40.5%. Even higher efficiency can be achieved by increasing the fuel cell conversion efficiency (i.e., reducing the current density), but this option is not worth it economically wise, because the additional cost of the fuel cell would not be balanced.
The main results of the simulation for the most representative cases are summarized in Table 5 , two cases for the layout with sweep cases and for the layout with vacuum pump. Results can be compared with the traditional cases (SR and ATR) where net electrical and thermal efficiencies are in the range of 33% and 50% respectively. In terms of energy efficiency, all the proposed cases are above 41%, with maximum at 43.77% which is 6% points higher than the reference case with steam reforming. The reactor temperature has the most significant impact on the membrane surface area for both higher hydrogen partial pressure and membrane permeance. Finally, the vacuum pump configuration shows even lower electric efficiency because of the pump consumption. Further details on this analysis can be found in [26] . It can be noted that the maximum electric efficiency is about 40.5%. Even higher efficiency can be achieved by increasing the fuel cell conversion efficiency (i.e., reducing the current density), but this option is not worth it economically wise, because the additional cost of the fuel cell would not be balanced.
The main results of the simulation for the most representative cases are summarized in Table 5 , two cases for the layout with sweep cases and for the layout with vacuum pump. Results can be compared with the traditional cases (SR and ATR) where net electrical and thermal efficiencies are in the range of 33% and 50% respectively. In terms of energy efficiency, all the proposed cases are above 41%, with maximum at 43.77% which is 6% points higher than the reference case with steam reforming.
The application of the ReforCELL concept to biogas as fuel feeding was also investigated. The main difference between natural gas and biogas is in the concentration of the methane: in biogas it is about half of an average European natural gas composition. Two different biogas compositions were considered and evaluated: a typical landfill (CH 4 44.2%, CO 2 34%, and LHV 12.7 MJ/kg) and an anaerobic digester (CH 4 58.0%, CO 2 34.0%, and LHV 17.8 MJ/kg) compositions.
The efficiency variation for the three different considered fuel compositions and assuming vacuum pump lay-out as a function of membrane area is shown in Figure 27 . The application of the ReforCELL concept to biogas as fuel feeding was also investigated. The main difference between natural gas and biogas is in the concentration of the methane: in biogas it is about half of an average European natural gas composition. Two different biogas compositions were considered and evaluated: a typical landfill (CH4 44.2%, CO2 34%, and LHV 12.7 MJ/kg) and an anaerobic digester (CH4 58.0%, CO2 34.0%, and LHV 17.8 MJ/kg) compositions.
The efficiency variation for the three different considered fuel compositions and assuming vacuum pump lay-out as a function of membrane area is shown in Figure 27 .
An important result concerns the flexibility of the system with respect to the fuel composition. The membrane reactor can handle and separate pure hydrogen even from diluted methane as in biogas. Biogas requires higher membrane reactor pressures and membrane surface areas because of the methane dilution, which reduces the hydrogen partial pressure and consequently the permeation driving force. In the case of the vacuum pump the efficiency penalty is between 3% and 4%, while it reduces to 1% for the sweep case. The net electrical efficiency with the same reactor design of NG case ranges from 34% to 39%. Energy penalties in the flexible conversion system dealing with different natural gas also occur in commercial systems (i.e., the internal combustion reciprocating engine). Based on the optimized system layout fed with NG, BoP components were investigated. The selection and design of components and of the full system were carried out taking into account the compatibility of the main magnitudes (pressure, temperature etc.) and materials in the system, as well as costs. To manage the CHP system, a PLC is used. It is composed of two identical controllers An important result concerns the flexibility of the system with respect to the fuel composition. The membrane reactor can handle and separate pure hydrogen even from diluted methane as in biogas. Biogas requires higher membrane reactor pressures and membrane surface areas because of the methane dilution, which reduces the hydrogen partial pressure and consequently the permeation driving force. In the case of the vacuum pump the efficiency penalty is between 3% and 4%, while it reduces to 1% for the sweep case. The net electrical efficiency with the same reactor design of NG case ranges from 34% to 39%. Energy penalties in the flexible conversion system dealing with different natural gas also occur in commercial systems (i.e., the internal combustion reciprocating engine).
Based on the optimized system layout fed with NG, BoP components were investigated. The selection and design of components and of the full system were carried out taking into account the compatibility of the main magnitudes (pressure, temperature etc.) and materials in the system, as well as costs. To manage the CHP system, a PLC is used. It is composed of two identical controllers (IOBLOCK): one communicates with the fuel processor PLC, and the other is used to measure each single cell voltage. Interface components (mechanical and electrical interface) and the system control strategy were also defined. However, the final integration and test of the system was not finalized due to liquidation of the company in charge of testing near the end of the project.
On the other side, system size scale up was also assessed, investigating the three main components of the CHP system (ATR, fuel cell stack, balance of plant); technical feasibility and economical aspects were taken into account. The maximum size considered is 50 kWe according to European Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency.
Once technical feasibility for sizes up to 50 kWe was verified, the final specific cost (€/kW) of the whole system was evaluated. The best size should be a system suited to supply 50 kWe. The specific cost decrease (€/kW) of the whole system liken to size increase is around 78%.
Furthermore the flexibility of the CHP system scaled-up was evaluated, confirming the feasibility of partial load operations (as the system developed within the project) ensuring load decrease until 40%.
Finally, the aspect of which size is more marketable across Europe was assessed: it is preferable to have small size systems (10-20 kWe) for the smallest buildings with a few dwellings, ensuring bigger sizes (30-50 kWe) with a modular approach.
Life Cycle Assessment and Safety Analysis
The polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) micro combined heat and power (m-CHP) system investigated in the ReforCELL project was assessed by means of a life cycle assessment (LCA), a method standardized by the International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) 14040-44 standards [78, 79] . The general objective was to perform a LCA which evaluates the environmental burdens of conventional PEMFC m-CHP systems (both steam methane reforming (SMR) and autothermal reforming (ATR)) over their whole life cycle ("cradle to grave") and to compare them with the developed ReforCELL technology system. The type of use considered is the production of heat and electricity for several dwellings. To have also an idea of the position of the PEMFC m-CHP systems in comparison with other technologies, their impact was also compared with the impact of a natural gas conventional CHP, an alternative where electricity and heat come from the average mix (European electricity mix and country average heat mix) and a last one where electricity and heat come from a green available technology (called "GAT", wind power and solar thermal). Finally, there were six systems compared in the detailed LCA:
• Fuel cell micro-CHP conventional system with steam methane reforming (SMR) • Fuel cell micro-CHP conventional system with autothermal reforming (ATR) • Fuel cell micro-CHP ReforCELL developed technology: autothermal reforming with membrane reformer (ATR MR) • Natural gas fuelled CHP system (50 kWe) • System without CHP conventional (using electricity from the grid and an average heat mix) • System without CHP green available technology (using wind power and solar thermal)
The LCA was performed using the ecoinvent v2.2 life cycle inventory database [80] and the life cycle impact assessment method IMPACT 2002+ [81, 82] . The indicators assessed are climate change, resources consumption, impact on human health and on ecosystem quality and water withdrawal. The systems studied include the CHP production, its maintenance and its end-of-life treatment, the natural gas input, the direct emissions during use, the auxiliary boiler (including its production, end-of-life and use, i.e., natural gas production and combustion), the purchased heat (for the systems without CHP) and purchased electricity as described in Figure 28 . Figure 29 shows that the main contributors to the impacts of the ReforCELL system are extraction and distribution of the natural gas (especially for resources consumption), the direct emissions from reforming (regarding climate change), the auxiliary boiler and the purchased electricity. The m-CHP production, maintenance and end-of-life are very low contributors to the impacts, except for human health. The ReforCELL developed technology has lower impacts than the conventional production of electricity and heat, but higher impacts than a theoretical optimistic case where wind power and solar thermal are used. conventional production of electricity and heat, but higher impacts than a theoretical optimistic case where wind power and solar thermal are used. Among PEMFC m-CHP systems, the ReforCELL developed technology has slightly lower impacts than the others for climate change and resources consumption while they all have similar impacts for the other indicators considered (slight differences are visible but due to the uncertainty on these indicators, they cannot be considered as different). The large natural gas CHP has a lower impact than the m-CHPs systems assessed but it is not destined to provide a small-scale local supply as the PEMFC m-CHP systems are. These results were obtained for the Italian market, for scenarios Among PEMFC m-CHP systems, the ReforCELL developed technology has slightly lower impacts than the others for climate change and resources consumption while they all have similar impacts for the other indicators considered (slight differences are visible but due to the uncertainty on these indicators, they cannot be considered as different). The large natural gas CHP has a lower impact than the m-CHPs systems assessed but it is not destined to provide a small-scale local supply as the PEMFC m-CHP systems are. These results were obtained for the Italian market, for scenarios where excess electricity can be injected on the grid but not sold and with a dimensioning for 14 dwellings. The exercise has been done for the German market, leading to similar conclusions. Scenarios where the electricity could be sold at a good price (up to 70% of the purchasing price) were also assessed and they lead to a slight reduction of the impacts compared to the score presented above. A sensitivity analysis on the dimensioning would give different conclusions: if the CHP system is dimensioned to fulfil a higher fraction of the needs in heat and the surplus electricity is injected to the grid, the results become better. Indeed, injecting electricity to the grid enables conventional electricity production to be avoided and represents a benefit. Other sensitivity analyses were performed on the electricity mix choice, the electric efficiency of the ReforCELL system, the energy use for manufacturing, the treatment of the ReforCELL m-CHP at the end-of-life or the type of heat considered for the conventional supply but they do not show a big influence on the conclusions, or at least not for all indicators. Normalized and weighted results show the importance of climate change and resources indicators for systems such as those studied.
Regarding safety analysis, HyGear identified and evaluated specific safety reactor/membrane parameters for the membrane reactor using tools such as HAZOP and heat and mass transfer transport reaction models, whereas ICI identified and evaluated the safety parameters on the complete system.
Conclusions
The ReforCELL project aimed at the development of high efficient PEM fuel cell micro Combined Heat and Power cogeneration systems based on a novel hydrogen membrane reforming unit together with a new design of the subcomponent for the BoP.
The approach for the development involved the whole product chain: development of active catalysts and membranes for H 2 permeation were investigated. Stability over time and mechanical resistance were the two main characteristics aimed for in this project. Subsequently, the interaction between the catalyst and the membranes, and the performance of the reactor concept were proven at lab-scale when combining both at reactive conditions in two different layouts: micro-channel reactor and fluidized bed membrane reactor. Afterward, and following HAZOP procedures, the fluidized bed membrane reactor was scaled up to prototype scale.
In parallel, modelling and testing activities enabled the investigation of the fuel cell system and operating conditions; a new PEM fuel cell stack was designed and a new configuration of the optimized m-CHP system was defined for the targeted application. Additionally, assessment of environmental, health and safety issues in relation to the new intensified chemical processes and m-CHP was carried out.
The Ru based catalyst, supported on Ceria/Zirconia, showed good activity and long-term stability at lower temperature (500-600 • C) compared to the Ni based commercial catalyst in use at a high temperature (800 • C). Moreover the fluidization regime allowed the prevention of the formation of hot spots thus increasing its lifetime.
Three different types of membranes were improved within the project: Pd-based tubular ceramic supported membranes, Pd-based tubular metallic supported membranes, and Pd-based micro-channel supported membranes. Stability of the membranes was confirmed through single gas permeation tests at operating temperatures over several days without any decrease in the membrane performance. Furthermore, new sealing methods for the tubular membranes were tested and proposed in order to fix the membranes inside the membrane reactors. Permeances and selectivities obtained with the different membranes are among the best ever reported in the literature and well above the targets for the ReforCELL project.
Both reactor configurations (micro-channel reactor and fluidized bed membrane reactor were validated at lab-scale under SMR and/or ATR. However, the process should be performed at lower temperatures than expected (<550 • C) to improve long term stability of the membranes. Fluidized bed membrane reactor configuration was selected for the prototype reactor. Difficulties were found related to the fragility of the ceramic supports of the membranes which failed early in the testing phase. An improved protocol for handling, assembling and testing the membranes was defined for further developments to reduce this risk.
A Fuel Cell stack prototype was manufactured and validated and an optimized m-CHP system layout defined. Based on the optimized system layout fed with NG, BoP components were investigated. The selection and design of components and of the full system was carried out taking into account the compatibility of main magnitudes (pressure, temperature, etc.) and materials in the system, as well as costs. However, the final integration and test was not finalized due to liquidation of the company in charge of the full system testing in the frame of the project. The simulations assessed that the net electric and overall efficiency of the Reforcell concept when using NG as fuel can be higher than 40% and 90% respectively. Biogas can also be adopted to feed the membrane reactor with penalties in terms of net electric efficiency due to the presence of CO 2 and inerts in the biogas which dilutes the hydrogen.
According to the results obtained in the ReforCELL project, the m-CHP system could not yet be considered at prototype level. Much effort is still required to improve the standard sealing methods and durability of the membranes at high temperature in a cost effective way.
